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A look back at Westminster Choir College and its history with Rider

T

By Lauren Minore and Stephen Neukam

News’ coverage of the consolidation of Westminster Choir College to the
Lawrenceville campus is ongoing. To provide context for our readers, we have created
a timeline of noteworthy events in the development of our new series called, The
Westminster Report.
1920: Westminster Choir was established by John Finley Williamson at the
Westminster Presbyterian Church in Dayton, Ohio.
1926: The Westminster Choir School was founded.
1929: Westminster Choir College (WCC) was established and moved to Ithaca
College in Ithaca, New York.
1932: WCC moved to Princeton, New Jersey.
June 28, 1991: WCC and Rider College agree to “enter an affiliation and
merge in order to promote the maintenance and continuation of their standards of
excellence in education,” according to the merger document. On this date, the two
not-for-profit institutions officially merged.
2007: Former Rider President Mordechai “Mort” Rozanski announced the
establishment of Westminster College of the Arts, “to successfully integrate Rider’s
commitment to the fine and performing arts on its Lawrenceville and Princeton
campuses through the WCC in Princeton and the School of Fine and Performing
Arts in Lawrenceville,” according to Rider’s website. The musical theater major and
music major were moved to the Lawrenceville campus and incorporated into the
Fine and Performing Arts program. The music major was later relocated back to
Princeton.
Oct. 29, 2015: Layoff notices were issued and the closure of twelve
undergraduate majors and a graduate program were announced. The university said
the layoffs and closures would save Rider $2 million annually in the face of a $7.6
million financial deficit and a $216 million operating budget. This affected faculty
and programs on both the Lawrenceville and Princeton campuses. Layoffs were
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averted when the entire university faculty agreed to forgo a planned wage increase.
Dec. 1, 2016: At a presentation in WCC’s Talbott Library, Rider President
Gregory Dell’Omo announced, for the first time publicly, that measures being
considered were shutting down WCC’s campus in Princeton, selling the property
and consolidating all students, faculty and staff to the Lawrenceville campus. At the
time, Dell’Omo stressed that campus consolidation was merely a study and that he
hoped to reach a decision by February 2017. “This is a multi-faceted analysis we’re
doing,” Dell’Omo said to the Philadelphia Inquirer. “We’re trying to hit every angle
of the stakeholders — past, current and future — to figure out what the impact [of
the one-campus model] would be. We’re talking to some people about it and there’s
been past donors who are in support of it. We’re trying to gather all the feedback we
can.”
Mar. 28, 2017: Dell’Omo officially announced the university intended to sell
WCC with the hope of keeping the campus in Princeton and that the administration
decided against consolidating the two campuses. In an interview with the
Philadelphia Inquirer, he said, “It became pretty apparent early on that that option,
of moving things out of Princeton into Lawrenceville, regardless of the buildings
we’d build and the facilities and so forth, there just was a sense that would not serve
the Westminster Choir College.”
April 19, 2017: The AAUP announced a vote of no confidence against
Dell’Omo and his administrative team — for the first time in Rider’s history. Key
decisions, such as “the decision to institute layoffs within weeks of taking office
in 2015, his refusal to truly negotiate with the AAUP and his decision to close
Westminster Choir College after the 2018 academic year,” were major factors in the
AAUP’s passing of the no-confidence vote, according to a
SEE REMAIN
union press release. In response, Dell’Omo said, “Despite
PAGE 2
my disappointment in the result of today’s vote by the
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Window Pain

You Have Got to be Kitten

On Oct. 18 at 5:10 a.m., a student in Kroner Hall
reported hearing a kitten meowing in the hallway.
The student found the kitten and contacted
Public Safety. The officer met with the student and
attempted to locate the owner but was unsuccessful.
The officer contacted the Lawrence Township Police
Department for its animal control but had to house
the kitten in Public Safety. The owner, a female
student, came to Public Safety before animal control
showed up and claimed the kitten. She was cited for
violating the residence regulations and rules.

Do Not Pass Go

Wire blockage. On Oct. 18 at 3:45 p.m., officers
responded to a call about wires blocking the exit of
the administration lot across from the Bart Luedeke
Center. Officers found that wires from surveillance
cameras had fallen and blocked the lot’s exit. The
wires were cut and rolled up and repairs were made
on Oct. 21.

— Information provided by Public Safety Capt. Jim
Flatley

Westminster Choir College

Shattered. On Oct. 20 at 9:31 p.m., Public Safety
responded to a call from a residence life staff
member who was doing rounds in Omega House
and observed a broken window in the basement of
the building. Officers do not know what caused the
broken window and there were no witnesses. There is
no known cost of the damages.

Westminster Choir College’s 2019 graduation commencement at Princeton University Chapel.

Where Westminster Choir College stands today
AAUP faculty union, I remain deeply committed to working with AAUP
leadership to find a solution that ensures Rider’s long-term stability and
competitiveness.”
Aug. 17, 2017: Dell’Omo announced that the Board of Trustees
selected a potential buyer to acquire WCC. The process was facilitated by
PricewaterhouseCoopers, a consulting firm hired by the university, which evaluated
over 280 entities interested in buying WCC. Dell’Omo did not reveal the name of
the finalist or any specific qualifications at the time of the announcement, which
prompted backlash from many members of the WCC community.
Feb. 21, 2018: Dell’Omo revealed that Kaiwen Education was the buyer set to
acquire WCC. Kaiwen operated two K-12 academies in Beijing. Until December
2017, Kaiwen was formerly known as Jiangsu Zhongtai Bridge Steel Company and
it specialized in installing, manufacturing and transporting steel bridges.
March 27, 2019: The New Jersey Attorney General’s office submitted a report
to the New Jersey Superior Court about the state’s position on the sale. The Attorney
General was unable to make a recommendation on the sale and blamed Rider’s “six
month delay in producing documents and eventual production of documents so
heavily redacted as to hamper review.”
July 1, 2019: Rider announced that the sale to Kaiwen Education would be
canceled. The university cited the “enormous complexity of the transaction” as
the reason the sale would not continue. The same day, Rider announced a plan to
consolidate WCC to the Lawrenceville campus. The initial announcement offered
no specifics on how the move would happen. The only explicit detail was that WCC
would be on the Rider campus in September 2020. Subsequent to the decision,
the notices of possible WCC faculty layoffs that were issued in October 2018 were
rescinded.
Aug. 7, 2019: The administration announced the creation of the Campus
Transition Team to facilitate the consolidation. In an email to the university
community, Dell’Omo said that almost 130 students, staff and faculty would
be invited to participate in the Working Groups. The transition team would be
“responsible for all facets of the transition.” In the announcement, Dell’Omo
asserted his commitment to transparency and information.
Sept. 24, 2019: WCC community protested the consolidation on the
Lawrenceville campus. WCC students attended an event at Rider that featured New
Jersey Gov. Phil Murphy. The students then tried to enter the Fine Arts Center (FA)

Westminster Choir College

CONT’D FROM PAGE 1

Members of the Westminster community welcome the class of 2023 at New Student Orientation, possibly the
last one on the Princeton campus.
but were denied entry by Public Safety officials. The students were required to have
a tour guide chaperone them through the building.
Oct. 6, 2019: Dell’Omo and other administration officials held a private
meeting with WCC students on the Princeton campus. At the meeting, the president
revealed that the cost of consolidation would run between $16 million and $20
million. Additionally, this was the first time actual plans for renovations and
additions to the Lawrenceville campus were announced publicly. Vice President
for Facilities and University Operations Michael Reca detailed renovations and
additions to Gill Chapel, FA and Omega House.
Here is what to expect: Rider has remained steadfast in its commitment to
the consolidation plan. Renovations and additions are set to break ground as early as
May. With that said, litigation in opposition to consolidation continues. On Aug. 9,
the Westminster Foundation, the alumni and faculty group working to stop the sale
or movement of the school, added faculty from both Rider and WCC to a complaint
to the New Jersey Superior Court and requested that the court finds a new fiduciary
to operate WCC or separate it from Rider and return it to independent operation.
The litigation to halt the move is pending.
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Student body president reveals her SGA reform ideas for consolidation

R

By Stephen Neukam

Government Association (SGA)
President and senior TV, film and radio major
Paige Ewing detailed the groundwork that the
organization has built for the consolidation of
Westminster Choir College (WCC) to Lawrenceville
and conveyed optimism about the future of the
integrated student body in an interview with The Rider
News on Oct. 17.
Ewing, who was elected to her position on Aug. 9,
said that a number of steps had been taken by SGA to
help facilitate a smooth transition for WCC students.
Ewing said that she wants to act proactively to
prevent any extra friction that could be caused by
the consolidation. For example, she anticipated
introducing legislation in the Senate that would
reshape the structure of SGA to accommodate the
choir students. The plan includes a two-year transition
period in which WCC students would get extra seats
in the Senate. Additionally, the creation of a transition
committee will lend a resource to any students who
have projects they want to be addressed.
“[We want to] make sure that there is a large
connection between the student leadership and the
Westminster students coming in so that they know
they have a safe place to come and talk about any
grievances they might have, any problems they might
have, or even to ask for some student advice,” said
Ewing.
Since then, Ewing said she has been pleased with
the steps that the administration has taken to ensure
transparency.
Ewing, who said she emphasized transparency
in her campaign last semester, noted the various
meetings between the administration and the faculty,
staff and students of both campuses as an example of
the improvements.

Rider University

IDER Student

Student Body President Paige Ewing detailed her side of the story
regarding the WCC consolidation.
However, she remained skeptical of the trust
between students and the administration, which she
said was on a “come and go basis.”
“So far, I think that this consolidation is going to
happen,” said Ewing. “The timeline, things being
done [on time], when you look at [Cranberry’s] and
things like that, maybe you’re a little untrusting of
those. But you can only hope for the best.”
Ewing also said that she was satisfied with the
amount of student involvement and engagement in
the decision-making process of the consolidation plan.
She highlighted the university’s Campus Transition
Team and Working Groups, which she said each had
at least four or five students in the group.
“I think that student involvement, students really
continuing to be vocal and saying, ‘we have questions
and we need answers,’ is what is going to hold the
administration accountable,” said Ewing.
Sophomore political science major and Vice
President of the class of 2022 Matthew Schantin
said that he believed the administration was making

positive steps in the transition but criticized the
general transparency of the project.
“[In] SGA we have done little beyond talking
about the basic renovations that are already fairly well
known,” said Schantin. “This uncertainty with what
is to come seems to only be growing tensions between
the two campuses. Ultimately, SGA could play an
extremely important role in clearing up rumors
and prepping for a smooth transition but the ‘hush
hush’ nature of how this process is going seems to
be preventing the administration from disseminating
information farther than the SGA executive board to
the entire student government and the overall student
body.”
In a private meeting with WCC students at the
Princeton campus on Oct. 6, Rider President Gregory
Dell’Omo announced that the consolidation is
projected to cost between $16 to $20 million. Many of
the infrastructure decisions are being handled by the
Fine Arts Facility Working Group which, contrary to
Ewing’s claim, currently has no students serving on it,
according to Associate Vice President for University
Marketing and Communications Kristine Brown.
Ewing said that, personally, she empathized with
the WCC students.
“Here are these students who came to Westminster
and they expected to be there in Princeton, and then,
‘oh, we’re getting sold, oh now we’re not getting sold.’
I think they are feeling very much whiplashed,” said
Ewing.
Despite the challenges, Ewing said that she
looked forward to the WCC students joining the
Lawrenceville student body.
“I am kind of excited now, that we get these
wonderful people onto our campus — this wonderful
community of Westminster students onto our
campus,” said Ewing.

College of Business renamed to honor alum and his $10 million gift

Naming of the Vona Center

A

A

By Tatyanna Carman

Peter G. Borg

unveil the naming of the Norm
Brodsky College of Business occurred in front of
Anne Brossman Sweigart Hall on Oct.17.
Norm Brodsky ‘64 is an adjunct professor
in small business management who has extensive
experience in the industry. He is the founder of several
companies, has a column in Inc. Magazine and is a
commentator on MSNBC, CNN and Bloomfield TV,
according to Rider President Gregory Dell’Omo.
Brodsky gave a gift of $10 million to sponsor a
scholarship for business students, according to the
university website.
The ceremony started with an introduction and
brief history of Rider from the Interim Dean of the
Norm Brodsky College of Business Eugene Kutcher.
According to Kutcher, naming a college brings
“validation, some recognition, branding and pride.”
Dell’Omo then spoke about the importance of
naming the college to the university.
“What you may not know is that our college of
business administration is being named for someone
who, along with their business and life partner Elaine,
had both already rolled up their sleeves and worked
to make a difference for our students here at the
university,” Dell’Omo said.
He also shared that both Norm and Elaine Brodsky
sponsored two student trips in 2018 and 2019 to
Inc. 5,000, which is a national entrepreneurship
conference. Dell’Omo also said that the pair
created the Norm Brodsky Idea/Business Concept
Competition, a national high school competition
where the winner receives a full four-year scholarship
to Rider and an innovative program that has
collaborated with Oxford University.
Alumni RahQuan King ‘19 and Olivia Gillingham
‘19 spoke on their experiences about what they
learned and their appreciation for the Brodsky’s.
“I smile everytime I think about how grateful I
am that I’ve had the two of you come into my life,”
King said. “A very wise man once said, ‘You have to
recognize that all of the good things you get from the
business comes from the efforts of others and you have
to show your gratitude.’ You can only guess who that
wise man was. It was Mr. Norm Brodsky.”
Norm and Elaine Brodsky gave their remarks on
the naming of the college as well. Elaine Brodsky

By Tatyanna Carman

CEREMONY to

From left to right: Eugene Kutcher, Gregory Dell’Omo,
RahQuan King ‘19, Norm Brodsky ‘64, Elaine Brodsky and
Robert Schmiek ‘87, spoke at the naming ceremony for the Norm
Brodsky College of Business.
emphasized the importance of hard work and their
accomplishments that are a part of a “whole lifetime
journey.”
“I’ll leave you with one thing, the most important
thing that you can remember from today’s ceremony
is the most important thing that you have is your
reputation,” Norm Brodsky said. “Don’t soil it. Always
try to do the right thing and the right thing will
happen. Period.”
Robert Schimek ‘87, the chair of the Rider
University Board of Trustees gave the final remarks
and closed by sharing the importance of the naming
and announced the reception that was held in the
Cavalla Room in the Bart Luedeke Center.
Junior marketing major Sarah Carbonaro described
the event as a “momentous time for Rider University
as a whole and the college of business.”
“I think that this adds a bigger sense of community
and it adds to the fact that students here, some of
them don’t know what they want to do with the rest
of their lives,” she said. “Some of them don’t know
what the future holds. No one really knows what the
future holds. But at the same time [Norm’s] story and
Elaine’s story really show that if you come here, you’re
going to do amazing things when you graduate.”
Norm Brodsky had a special message for the
current students at Rider.
“To the students that are here, I just want to say
that everything in this world is possible. I usually
[have] reasonably unattainable goals in my life and
sometimes I achieve them. You’re starting out on
careers that are exciting. Follow your dreams and your
ambitions, because you never know where they’re
going to take you.”

MASS email was sent out to students on Oct.
22 stating that the Vona Academic Annex was
renamed to the Vona Center.
According to the email, the purpose of
renaming the building was to represent its essential
function. The building is the home to programs, such
as Student Support Services, Student Accessibility
and Support Services, the Educational Opportunity
Program and the Ronald E. McNair Scholars program,
which is dedicated to ensure, “college completion and
foster preparation for graduate school enrollment of
first-generation and low-income plus underrepresented
students, with the goal to obtain a doctorate and
consider careers in college teaching.”
Vice President for Student Affairs Leanna Fenneberg
explained the process and the decision-making behind
the naming.
“A concern was raised that the name of Joseph P.
Vona Academic Annex unintentionally sent negative
messages to students who frequent the building. While
the word annex references an addition or adjoining
building, it can also be perceived as secondary or
subordinate to other buildings. This is not the message
we want to send to any of our students, and therefore
it was recommended that we reconsider the name.
Mike Reca, vice president for facilities and university
operations, acted immediately upon hearing about the
unintended impact of the current building name, and
the building was renamed Joseph P. Vona Center.”
The email also said that the renaming was related to
the goals set in Rider’s Inclusive Excellence Plan. The
aspects of the Inclusive Excellence Plan are to recruit
and retain diverse students, faculty and staff, promoting
a safe and welcoming environment, facilitating cultural
competency, developing equitable practices and actively
engaging in the community.
“While this is a subtle change, dropping the name
Annex from a building, I do think decisions like this
send important symbolic messages to the community. It
portrays that we understand that language matters, and
while language will always be imperfect, we can always
strive to utilize the most inclusive terms possible as we
make decisions,” Fenneberg said.
She also said that there will be future updates and
expansions toward the building, in addition to the
changes made to the facility over the summer.
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Creepin’ it real at this year’s Scream Screen Audience entranced by “Witching Hour” cabaret

A

By Jason Mount

O

Stephanie Jessiman/The Rider News

Stephanie Jessiman/The Rider News

NCE the weather gets cold and pumpkin spice flavors are added to the Starbucks
menu, Halloween is sure to be around the corner. The staple of Halloween season
at Rider is certainly Scream Screen, a drive-in movie event hosted by 107.7 The
Bronc.
Scream Screen, one of the largest events on campus, attracted many students and
families to the Bart Luedkeke Center parking lot. While the event is centered around a
drive-in horror movie, Scream Screen had much more to offer.
Starting at 6 p.m. on Oct. 18th, a Trunk-or-Treat event kicked off the evening and
students, parents and children were able to visit different car trunks for candy and
prizes. This was a huge hit with the kids, as they were able to collect candy in their
costumes and have a blast while doing so. There were also other activities such as mini
golf, an inflatable Gargoyle Arena, pumpkin painting and laser tag.
“The most rewarding part of Scream Screen was when everybody started to show
up. I loved seeing the smiles on everyone’s faces,” said sophomore TV, film and radio
major and Promotional Director of 107.7 The Bronc Rob Brown.
While this happened, students began entering the parking area where they were
directed into viewing spots for the movie.
There were many giveaways and prizes to be earned, just like in previous years of
Scream Screen. Everyone who attended was given a book filled with useful coupons for
locations in the surrounding area. Bunches of free food were also given out, including

Junior TV, film and radio major Jared Theinart brought his spooky companion to the
Trunk-or-Treat event at Scream Screen.

S the

spookiest time of year quickly approaches, students gathered to celebrate
Halloween with song and dance in “The Witching Hour” cabaret on Oct. 21,
presented by Rider’s student-run drama organization, the Broncway.
The cabaret, directed by sophomore theater major Annie Challice, took
songs from movies, such as “The Rocky Horror Picture Show” and “The Nightmare
Before Christmas,” as well musicals such as “Beetlejuice” and “The Addams Family”
to celebrate the dark, macabre and strange.
As people walked into the Spitz Theater in the Fine Arts building, they would find
the columns in the building wrapped in cobwebs, as powerful pink lights illuminated
the space, casting an eerie glow on the audience. In the corner sat a piano and speaker
playing pop music, adorned with styrofoam tombstones and small pumpkins in the
spirit of the holiday. A single door stood in the back of the performance space, with
black curtain on either side of it.
Junior acting major Kate DeLong, who saw “The Witching Hour,” remembered the
inviting and invigorating energy moments before the show started.
“Walking in, I felt welcomed,” said DeLong. “The theme was very prevalent by
the way the Spitz was decorated, and students were chattering excitedly about the
upcoming performance. It created a very exciting atmosphere and I looked forward to
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funnel cake and nachos.
“Scream Screen was super fun,” said sophomore sociology major Gina Ceccarelli.
“I really enjoyed the movie Halloween and I loved trick or treating with my friends. My
favorite part was painting pumpkins at the SGA booth.”
At 8 p.m., the family-friendly short film “Dear Dracula” was played on the 880
square-foot inflatable screen as a precursor to the unannounced horror movie that
everyone was eagerly waiting for.
After the conclusion of “Dear Dracula,” it was revealed that the 2018 version of
Halloween won the vote and was going to be shown to the audience. Students cranked
up the heat in their cars and tuned into a given radio station so the audio from the
movie would play from their car.
“I think the movie was perfect. Halloween was the movie that my younger brother
wanted to watch, so when I saw the title I was super excited,” said Brown.
Scream Screen proved once again why it was one of the most engaging and fun
events on campus that continues to up the ante every year. “I believe it was a true
success on our part. We went in with a big plan and we executed with perfection,” said
Brown.

By Christian McCarville

Students enjoy painting pumpkins at the fourth-annual Scream Screen.

The cast of “The Witching Hour” ends the show with “Time Warp.”

seeing the show.”
The lights dimmed to darkness to start the show. Suddenly, two flashlights lit up
the faces of freshman musical theater major Aubrey Alvino and sophomore musical
theater major Caitlyn Klenner, as Magenta and Columbia from “Rocky Horror,”
respectively. The show began with their performance of “Science Fiction/Double
Feature.”
The show progressed with songs following the plotline of “Rocky Horror,” until
there was a sudden interruption from the Sanderson Sisters from “Hocus Pocus.”
Winifred, Mary and Sarah Sanderson were played by junior musical theater major
Emma Harris, sophomore musical theater major Riley McGeary and junior theater
major Lauren Rejent, respectively.
Rejent kicked off the witchcraft with a rendition of “Come, Little Children,”
alluring the audience with bewitching vocals. Then, the sisters performed “I Put a
Spell on You,” getting the eager viewers to sing and clap along with their incantation.
Rejent felt nervous before her performance, but quickly found the fun in playing a
character everyone in the audience knew.
“It was a lot of pressure to get such an iconic character right, especially when
there’s a lot of improv involved with the other characters,” she said. “But after the
initial tentativeness it became really fun to just mess around with everyone on stage
and it ended up being really rewarding.”
After the wicked sisters cast their spell on the crowd, they disappeared back through
the center door as the “Rocky Horror” tribute continued.
While the cabaret had been high-energy and raucous for the night, moments of
sincerity came when Jack Skellington, played by sophomore musical theater major
Damon Vincenty, started singing “Jack’s Lament.” The slower pace of the song
softened the overall mood, and made an excellent bridge into “Sally’s Song” sung by
junior musical theater major Taylor Ruffo, who played Sally.
The Jack and Sally segment ended with sweetness as the two sang “Simply Meant to
Be,” the romantic duet at the end of “The Nightmare Before Christmas.” The couple
then exited to the cheers of the audience.
The cabaret picked back up to an upbeat tempo, and included songs from
other musical theater pieces including “The Addams Family,” “Mean Girls” and
“Beetlejuice,” all to the satisfaction of the crowd members singing along in their seats.
Ending the cabaret was perhaps the most high-energy performance of the night,
a full-cast act of “Time Warp” from “Rocky Horror.” The space filled with all of
the characters seen throughout the night, as sophomore musical theater major Mark
Quackenbush lead the song with powerhouse vocals and an ensemble of strong
performers.
The cast of “The Witching Hour” took a bow as the audience shot up out of their
seats to give a standing ovation. The Halloween spirit felt alive in the Spitz theater, and

Bet on it: New lab studies gambling addiction Rider’s riders: Weismann represents Team USA
to gambling was
imperative to continue
his research. This
is mainly due to his
inability to control the
environment in an open
venue setting.
“In the lab studies
we were doing, we
were finding interesting
things, but needed a way
to take the next step,”
Costello explained. “A
great next step is to
dedicate a laboratory
to being a more valid
gambling setting, so with
the help of Dr. Scorpio
and others, we were able
to set up the Gambling
Laboratory.”
Sophmore David Lewchuck Jr. uses the slot machines that can be found in the gambling lab. The lab
“With the gambling
laboratory, we are working occasionally opens up the public, allowing students to participate in the research.
to understand gambling
behavior in a more precise and controlled way than
what we want to do is take what makes sense from those
field research allows. We hope to contribute to the
approaches for us and test them in our own controlled
research with ways to help people enjoy gambling
setting to see how they might be adapted and used in
without problems, and ways to help people who have
particular ways,” he said.
gambling problems stop or minimize the harm from such
There are also various opportunities for Rider
problems,” said Scorpio.
students to contribute to Costello’s research. “When
Problem gambling is an important issue that many
we can, we open it up for walk-in hours where people
believe does not get enough acknowledgement. The
from the University can come in and participate in
majority of those affected by it suffer in silence and may
some of our research. We usually post about it in the
not even consider themselves as victims, Costello said.
science building with some flyers a few days before,” said
“As it stands now, despite resources being available,
Costello.
problem gambling is undertreated, and people’s
All students, whether they are interested in
reluctance to get treatment also has an effect on what we
psychology or not, are welcomed to be involved in this
know about what works,” said Costello.
intensive research experiment, according to Costello.
Costello plans to find methods of helping those
affected by problem gambling. “There are many
approaches to dealing with problem gambling, part of
Stephanie Jessiman/The Rider News

HETHER it be betting on a sports game or playing
slot machines at a casino, gambling is becoming
a more normalized part of peoples’ lives. While
it may seem like an entertaining pastime, it
can have serious consequences, even leading to addictive
behaviors.
The high-risk and high-reward scenarios of gambling
can quickly get a person hooked, leading them to spend
more of their money. Certain types of people can even
develop a gambling disorder in which they form an
addiction.
“Gambling games all operate on particular schedules
of reinforcement that tend to maintain behavior,”
said Mack Costello, a professor of the Department of
Psychology. “Additionally, gambling settings are designed
to be enticing.”
“Gambling is a popular leisure activity, but
unfortunately, it is also a prevalent and undertreated
problem for many people,” said Chairwoman of
the Department of Psychology Elaine Scorpio.
“Laboratory research has a long history of contributing
to preventative and intervention efforts in psychological
and other scientific fields of study.”
Costello recently opened a lab designed to study the
effects of gambling. The Gambling Research Lab is
located on the third floor of the Science and Technology
Center. The entire floor was renovated last summer and
the lab is certainly a highlight of the renovations. The
lab itself is entirely soundproof and contains several slot
machines.
“I’ve been conducting gambling research for several
years, since before I came to Rider,” said Costello.
“Every question we tried to answer kept leading us to
more laboratory work. At one point we were conducting
laboratory studies with gambling games programmed
onto [computers]. We found some interesting effects,
including how social variables can influence gambling.
But all these lines of work kept leading us toward the
need for a more effective laboratory with real gambling
stimuli to dig into some of the ideas we were having.”
Costello explained that having a laboratory dedicated

B

By Christian McCarville
EING a Division 1 school, club sports can be a very overlooked looked aspect of
Rider’s campus. Many club teams at Rider have had success that flies under the
radar as many students are not aware of these teams.
The equestrian team is a perfect example of this, as it had a very impressive
season. Notably, team captain and junior marketing major Alicia Weismann has
recently represented Team USA at the Student Riding Nations Cup (SRNC).
“A whole entire mix of thoughts were going through my head when I learned
I would be on the team. I had to wait almost a year until I found out I was on the
team, so I was certainly relieved once they said I made it,” said Weismann.
This is the second time Weismann has traveled overseas to compete, as she is no
stranger to traveling for competitions. “I was very excited to have a chance to go to
Europe again since I had only been overseas once. The cherry on top was that this
was such a great opportunity to compete internationally and meet other amazing
people from all over the world,” said Weismann.
“Her accomplishment is quite awesome honestly. It shows just how many
different kinds of talent are here at Rider that you don’t realize,” said sophomore
marketing and sports media major Marc Picinic.
Weismann explained that she has done equestrian for the majority of her
life. “I have been riding since 5, so it’ll soon be 16 years that I have been riding,” said
Weismann.
She began her equestrian career very early and began to ride competitively
when she was around 11 years old. “I started lessons at a competitive show barn
called Fox Hunt Farm in Lumberton, New Jersey, when I was 11 years old and slowly
started to compete in higher rated horse shows and began to really enjoy it,” said
Weismann. “I was 13 years old when I began traveling the east coast for horse shows
and I actually spent a month competing in Ocala, Florida, which holds a 10-weeklong horse show in the winter season.”
Weismann cited her mother as being her biggest influence. “She was the
first of her family to go to college so she really engraved in me to never stop working
towards your goals and to always appreciate every opportunity you are given,” said
Weismann.
Weismann’s next big competition is the Emerging Athletes Program (EAP)
Nationals that will be taking place in Ohio this November. “Last year I finished in
the top five at EAP Nationals so my goal this year is to finish in the top two. Since the
SRNC competition went so well, I am also really excited for the rest of our college
show season,” said Weisman.
While it is evident that she sets large goals for herself, Weisman sets them for
her team as well. “Our equestrian team at Rider is really great this year so it’s been
fun watching the whole team’s success. My goal for us this year is to finish top two in
our region,” said Weismann.
With a captain like Weismann leading the team with confidence and
determination, Rider’s club equestrian team is destined to succeed.

Rider University
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By Christian McCarville

Equestrian club captain Alicia Weismann has been competing since she was 11. She has had
tremendous success in her career and has big goals for herself and her team.
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FROM THE EDITOR

Hate at our front door

W

HEN you hear of racial
injustices and hate crimes
occurring across the nation,
you never think about it
happening down the street. You would
not think of what the next step should
be in handling such a serious issue
when it is knocking at your front door.
Well, get ready, because it is here.
During last Friday night’s football
game at Lawrence High School, a
black girl was urinated on by two
high school students of Indian
descent while being called the
N-word.
My initial thoughts were — I'm
shocked but not surprised. I am
not surprised that still, to this day,
we are dealing with this sort of
behavior. I am not shocked at the
perpetrators of this disturbing crime
because minorities tend to have their
own racial prejudices against other
minorities. But, what made me more
puzzled than surprised is the ages of
the students involved. Of course, no
one is born with these racial biases
— instead, they are nurtured at the
breast of injustice. They are groomed
into believing that this behavior is
acceptable or that is has little to no
repercussions. Not only should the
two offenders be reprimanded, but
the parents as well.
The Lawrence Township Police
Department is actively investigating
the incident.
“It is alleged that racially
derogatory names were being used
and that someone urinated on one of
the victims while using this language.
As a police department, we take
these incidents very seriously and
will continue to investigate until all
of the facts are uncovered. This type
of behavior will not be condoned in
our community,” according to a press
release from the Lawrence Township
Police Department Chief of Police
Brian M. Caloiar.
Isaac Avilucea, a reporter from
The Trentonian, co-wrote one of the
first articles to break the story and
spoke to The Rider News about his
knowledge on the pending case.
“I have been able to pinpoint
that I believe [the victim] to be a
Lawrence Middle School student,
an eighth grader. There is a video
clip of what appears to be the two
perpetrators, two males of Indian
descent, which the police described
were the suspects hurling racial
slurs and death threats at a group of
students,” said Avilucea.
Avilucea mentions that, because
it is Friday night football and the
stands are packed, it is hard to make
out if anyone else was involved
in the incident. The status of the
students in regards to the school
is still unknown, but suspension
and expulsion is usually the result.
Because the offenders are 17 and
considered minors the case will be
handled in family court. Family court
is a private arena, so their identities
will not be disclosed.
Lawrence Township is not
immune to the conversation of
hate crimes in their community.
Lawrence Township Mayor
Christopher Bobbitt said that
at a Trenton town hall meeting
addressing hate speech, he contacted

the Mercer County Park Commission
to remove a Swastika scrawled on a
commemorative stone at a township
park.
“This is why I am indifferent
about the term ‘people of color’
because there is an assumption that
racial injustices does not exist within
other minorities. The fact that they
[urinated] on the girl says a lot.
This is very immature, these are
high school students and a middle
schooler, imagine how she must feel.
It is embarrassing,” said Rikiyah
Mixson, sophomore communications
major.
The Lawrence Township Police
Department and the Mercer County
Prosecutor’s Office announced the
arrest of two 17 year old males that
reside in Lawrence Township in
connection with the incident that
occurred at the Lawrence High
School. The 17-year-old males were
charged with multiple counts of:
harassment, bias, intimidation and
lewdness, according to a Lawrence
Township press release.
We have become numb to the
inhumanity of violent and senseless
crimes that takes place in this
country. We live our lives desensitized
to the merciless demonstrations of
blatant acts of racism, hate crimes
and hate speech. We seem to be
paralyzed to these acts of indecency
and that is truly the most alarming.
We as a nation cannot allow
animosity and prejudice continue to
thrive as the narrative of this country
as we allowed it to be for generations.
"Harassment, intimidation or
bullying, like other disruptive or
violent behaviors, is conduct that
disrupts both a student's ability to
learn and a school’s ability to educate
its students in a safe environment.
Therefore, the school district will
not tolerate acts of harassment,
intimidation or bullying," according
to Lawrence High School’s school
website. Maybe it is time for
Lawrence High School to take a page
from their own code of conduct.
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EAR Qur’an,

What are some fall trends on campus? Any fall must haves?
								
From,
						
A Fall Fashionista.
EAR Fall

Fashionista,
If there are two things I love discussing it is fashion and, more
specifically, fall fashion. Fall has always been one of my favorite seasons
aside from summer because dressing in fall is such an experiment. Summer
is easy because you are inclined to wear less clothes, but during the early stages of
fall it is all about layers.
First things first, take those fall/winter clothes out the basement or attic and
wash them. It is time.
We are no longer children, so mom and dad are should not be telling you that
it is cold outside. Check the weather please. You should always check the weather
the night before so there are no surprises and you can plan ahead on what to wear.
Now, onto clothes. One thing I noticed for myself when getting dressed is...I
love socks. Socks are extremely important when trying to keep warm and can be
extremely fashionable. What I am observing around campus is the quarter length
sweater socks that go a few inches above the ankle. They are super cute and cozy.
You can definitely increase an outfit’s potential by coordinating your socks with
the overall look.
Jackets, scarves and beanies, oh my... (I could not help myself). These essential
accessories are key factors in looking wonderful and staying warm. Same with the
socks, color coordination is important when accessorizing. During the fall season,

people tend to correlate their clothing with nature; primary colors typically
utilized in the fall are all shades of brown, dark greens, auburns, deep and creamy
yellows like butterscotch and rusty oranges.
According to Harper’s Bazaar, the top five unexpected fall color trends are
pistachio, various shades of purple, bright orange, shocking pink and neon
highlighters. On campus, the neon highlighter colors like neon green and orange
are still going strong from the summertime and are still being incorporated into
Rider’s fall fashion.
At Rider, beyond the typical Nike quarter socks paired with the Sperry boat
shoes, footwear on campus is vast in style.
Dr. Martens are extremely popular during the fall and the smooth patent
leather shoe is a great winter boot when the snow starts pouring in.
Due to the 2019 release, Air Jordan 1 Retro High OG GS in the colorway
“Obsidian Blue” has been very popular on campus as well as the Nike Air Max 97
(neither of which I can afford at the moment).
Fall trends vary and stick to tradition every year. Whether it is muted color
turtlenecks, plaid flannels or the famous hoodie and sweatpants, trends change
and stay the same. My only advice is to dress appropriately for the weather
because it is hard to be cute when you are sick.
					
Stay you and stay warm,
										
								
Qur’an

Q: Red, orange, yellow or brown?
A: Brown.
Q: Pumpkin spice or apple cider?
A: Neither.

News Editor Tatyanna Carman
coordinating her fall colors from head to
toe.

Q: Halloween or Thanksgiving?
A: Do not pit two queens against each
other.

Stephanie Jessiman/The Rider News

Stephanie Jessiman/The Rider News

Fall faves with The Rider News crew

Features and Entertainment Editor Jason
Mount rocking his plaid flannel paired with
his Halloween themed t-shirt.

Q: What is your favorite flavor of
pie?
A: Apple.

Copy Editor Nicoletta Feldman styled in
a classic college-girl, casual look with a
Rider cap on top.

Stephanie Jessiman/The Rider News

Stephanie Jessiman/The Rider News

Q: Haunted house or corn maze?
A: Haunted house.

Executive Editor Stephen Neukam wearing
his emerald pullover styled with light blue
denim jeans.
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FIELD HOCKE Y

Broncs lose undefeated NEC record to Fairfield

R

By Dylan Manfre

IDER or Fairfield’s undefeated record would be
broken in the biggest Northeast Conference
(NEC) field hockey game of the season in front
of 111 people in Fairfield, Connecticut.
Rider was the one to go down at the hands of
Fairfield on Oct. 18 as a late goal from freshman
attacker Julianna Kratz sent the game into overtime
where the Stags improved to 3-0 after a 2-1 victory.
Junior defender Kaitlyn Flemming scored the lone
goal for the Broncs.
“We knew going into the game it was going to be
a battle the whole time,” Flemming said. “After two
quarters going by and there was no score we knew
we were biting the nail a little bit trying to get a goal.
Around five minutes left in the game, obviously they’re
really pushing to get a goal so every free hit we had
coming out of the circle they had high pressure.”
Fairfield gained sole possession of first place in the

NEC with the victory and both teams have five games
remaining on their schedules. The conference can
go either way should either team drop a few of those
games.
It took until the third quarter for the scoring to
open as Flemming got the Broncs on the board with
a late lead. After a quiet first half, Head Coach Lori
Hussong was not surprised the game was scoreless for
as long as it was.
“Every game we play with them it’s always a
one-goal-differential game,” Hussong said. “Julia
[Divorra] and Carly [Brosious] are double and triple
teamed every time they have possession of the ball
and we weren’t really able to get the ball up to them
as much as we should have. Even if we did, there was
immediate pressure.”
Rider found a similar explosion from the offense in
its game against Hofstra on Oct. 20 as the Broncs did
when the teams faced each other a season ago.

This time around, Hussong said Rider changed
up its offensive formation and played with four
midfielders and two forwards instead of three of each.
Flemming, who was named an NEC Prime
Performer of the Week on Oct. 22, said she liked the
change.
“It worked really well as a team,” Flemming said.
“We pressured the ball and that’s how we were able to
get four late goals. This week at practice we’re going
to at least see how it works again and see if that is the
best fit for us attacking wise.”
After allowing a goal midway through the second
period, Flemming, along with sophomore midfielder
Carly Brosious scored goals in the third quarter.
Sophomore midfielder Tess van Ommeren converted
a penalty corner which gave Rider a 3-1 lead heading
into the final 15 minutes.
SEE WHAT

➠
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2019-2020 MAAC women’s basketball predictions

N

By Dylan Manfre
EW season, new players and new highlights will
descend upon Atlantic City, New Jersey, for the
Metro Atlantic Athletic Conference (MAAC)
tournament in March. But first, here are my
women’s basketball predictions for the upcoming
season.
1. Rider Broncs (20-9, 17-3 MAAC) Key
Player: senior guard Stella Johnson
Unlike Quinnipiac, which are three-time
defending MAAC champions and winners of its
last 43 consecutive — not a typo — regular season
conference games, Rider returned a majority of its
scoring from last season. Best part of that? Johnson,
who is the 2019-2020 Preseason Player of the Year
and unanimous Preseason All-MAAC First Team
selection, returns for her senior season. She leads
a highly experienced senior class who might be
enough to withstand Quinnipiac’s strong group of
underclassmen and returning leaders along with
Marist’s returners. The Broncs took a blow with
senior forward Lea Favre being out with an ankle
injury, but Head Coach Lynn Milligan is optimistic
she will not miss too many games. Rider will have
the edge over the Bobcats this winter — just barely.
Spots one through three can, and likely will change
throughout the season.
2. Quinnipiac Bobcats (22-7, 17-3 MAAC)
Key Player: senior guard Taylor Herd
The Bobcats graduated a plethora of seniors
who provided the bulk of their scoring. Jen Fey and
her 12.5 points per game are no more. So are Aryn
McClure, Edel Thornton and Paula Strautmane,
who ranked second in the MAAC in blocked shots
with 1.9 a game. Heard is the reigning MAAC
Sixth Player of The Year and will provide valuable
minutes and leadership. Head Coach Trica Fabri has
a clear reputation of producing a winning culture
over in Hamden, Connecticut, so maybe she can
pull something out of thin air with the group of
underclassmen she recruited. The Bobcats’ 43 game
conference winning streak will come to an end this
season. The question remains — to who?
3. Marist Red Foxes (18-11, 15-5 MAAC) Key
Player: senior guard Rebekah Hand

The leading scorer for the Red Foxes in 2018,
Rebekah Hand, was lethal in the postseason
tournament as they advanced to the championship
round where they would eventually lose to
Quinnipiac. Along with Stella Johnson, Alana Gilmer
was the only other unanimous selection for the
Preseason All-MAAC Team. Although Marist lost
to Quinnipiac in the MAAC tournament by single
digits, it can have a lot of success if it runs the offense
through Hand. Preseason All-MAAC Second Team
selection Grace Vander Weide will be a big threat as
well in her senior season. She led the MAAC in assists
averaging 4.9 a game last season.
4. Manhattan Jaspers (13-16, 10-10 MAAC)
Key Player: junior center Courtney Warley
After a second-round exit as the No. 5 seed in the
MAAC tournament, the Jaspers lost one player to
graduation and it was not preseason All-MAAC First
Team selection Courtney Warley. She was the MAAC
leader in blocks per game in 2018 with 1.8 per game.
Can 2019-2020 be the year Manhattan makes a
decent push? The coaches seem to think so. It was
picked fourth in the MAAC Preseason Coaches’ Poll.
Manhattan could be a very fun team to watch with
Warley on the floor, but alas, the Jaspers are still a
middle-of-the-pack team and need a bit more to crack
the top five and make a run in the postseason.
5. Fairfield Stags (15-14, 10-10 MAAC)
Key Player: sophomore forward Lou Lopez
Senechal
Fairfield rounds out the top five due to one of its
young returners, Lou Lopez-Senechal, who was an
absolute threat to the Broncs and many other teams
last season. Heading into the 2019-2020 season,
Senechal was named to the Preseason All-MAAC
Second Team. The rising sophomore started all 22
of her games and averaged a team-best 11.8 points
per game. She was also named MAAC Rookie of the
Week a league-high four times in 2018. A key loss for
the Stags is Khadidiatou Diouf and her ability to use
her 6-foot-3 frame to spread the floor.
6. Monmouth Hawks (10-19, 9-11 MAAC)
Key Player: senior guard Sierra Green
Sierra Green was fifth in the MAAC in scoring
last season at 13.4 points per game. Green and fellow
senior forward Alexa Middilton, who was third in the
MAAC in rebounding at 7.9 per game, both provide
leadership on the court. Monmouth cannot afford to
lose winnable games. That is what plagued the Hawks
in the 2018-2019 season. They split the series with
Siena, who finished eighth in the standings, as well as
Iona which three conference wins were its only wins
all season.
7. Canisius Golden Griffins (11-18, 8-12
MAAC) Key Player: senior guard D’Jhai
Patterson-Ricks
Replacing Sara Henricksdottier will be a
monumental task to handle. Look for senior forward

Tiana Pugh to inherit those minutes and play a bigger
role. Will that be enough though? Absolutely not.
Canisius still has senior guard D’Jhai Patterson-Ricks
who was a very big scoring threat. Her ability to drive
and get to the basket was second to none. Canisius is
still one of those bottom-of the-pack teams because
strong seasons from Patterson-Ricks and Pugh will
not be enough to withstand a top-heavy conference.
8. Niagara Purple Eagles (10-19, 6-14
MAAC) Key Player: senior guard Jai Moore
Jai Moore was named to the Preseason AllMAAC First Team and was a true scoring weapon
for Niagara in her junior season. Like Canisius,
Moore will not be enough to be competitive in the
conference. Defensively, the Purple Eagles were fifth
in steals in 2018 with 8.4 a game. Something they
should look to capitalize on is their rebounding.
Junior forward Emerald Ekpiteta was sixth in the
league in rebounds.
9. Iona Gaels (7-22, 5-15 MAAC) Key Player:
Sophomore guard Juana Camilion
Last season the Gaels were in the basement of
the MAAC in scoring offense. It is hard to believe
any of that will change this year so putting them at
No. 9 is a stretch. In addition to the four freshmen
they recruited, they gained 6-foot-3 forward Aiste
Vaitekunaite and 5-foot-10 forward Paulla Weekes off
of their redshirt freshman years. Both players who
will be utilized to add a lot of height to the lineup.
Camilion will also provide valuable scoring to the
rotation as well.
10. Siena Saints (7-22, 4-16 MAAC) Key
Player: Senior guard Sabrina Piper
Siena is another one of the bottom half teams
which had no sympathy when it came to making its
MAAC schedule as the Saints start out with Fairfield
and Quinnipiac. Piper will be good this season and
average double-digit scoring again but as a team,
Siena will not get far.
11. Saint Peter’s (3-26, 2-18 MAAC)
Key Player: Sophomore guard Briyanah
Richardson
In 2018 Saint Peter’s was in the basement of the
conference. That is where the Peacocks will end up
at the end of the 2019-2020 season. Like most of
the bottom half of the MAAC, one person doing
the scoring will not cut it. Saint Peter’s will have to
find other options than Richardson, who was tied for
sixth in the league in scoring in 2018. Senior forward
Zoe Pero was fourth in the MAAC in free throw
percentage so maybe that is where the Peacocks get
some of their points.
Predicted MAAC Tournament Winner:
Marist Red Foxes

Oct. 23, 2019
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2019-2020 MAAC men’s basketball predictions
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By Austin Ferguson

ITH Halloween just around the corner, the
return of college basketball is looming. In
the Metro Atlantic Athletic Conference
(MAAC), the story of the season is whether
or not Iona can once again defend its championship
crown. With a fifth-straight MAAC title seeming
likely for the Gaels, there are quite a few teams that
are ready to represent in the NCAA tournament. It is
time to predict the 2019-2020 MAAC season.
1. Iona Gaels (17-13, 15-5 MAAC) Key
Player: senior guard E.J. Crawford
The four-time defending MAAC champions are
poised to win it all again after maintaining most of
its core. Returning players E.J. Crawford, senior
forward Tajuan Agee and junior guard Asante
Gist earned all-MAAC preseason honors. Though
Iona lost one of its leading scorers from last season,
Rickey McGill, the Gaels’ addition of Isaiah
Washington, founder of the notorious basketball
collective ‘Jellyfam,’ will be sure to keep backcourt
defenders honest. However, due to NCAA transfer
regulations, Washington’s eligibility is still in the air,
possibly opening the door for another team to steal
a bid to the NCAA tournament.
2. Rider Broncs (16-14, 13-7 MAAC) Key
Player: redshirt junior forward Dimencio
Vaughn
After having another season end without a win
in thhe MAAC tournament, this coming campaign
is a crucial one for the Broncs. The core of senior
guard Stevie Jordan, senior center Tyere Marshall
and redshirt junior forwards Dimencio Vaughn
and Frederick Scott, all of which were named to
all-MAAC preseason teams, look to accompany a
slew of returning role players and Rider newcomers
to clinch their first NCAA tournament berth since
1994. The Broncs are hungry for their first MAAC
title and they appear to be more than ready to break
their MAAC tournament curse.

3. Quinnipiac Bobcats (17-13, 13-7 MAAC)
Key Player: junior guard Rich Kelly
Quinnipiac had a solid regular season spoiled
in an upset loss to Monmouth in the quarterfinals
of the MAAC tournament in 2019. Though the
team lost its top player from 2019, Cameron Young,
juniors Rich Kelly and Jacob Rigoni are more than
prepared to make up the slack from Young’s absence
and right the wrongs from the 2019 tournament.
With one graduate student and no seniors to be
seen on the roster, the Bobcats will have to rely
on their young core to push them to the MAAC
championship.
4. Siena Saints (15-15, 13-7 MAAC) Key
Player: sophomore guard Jalen Pickett
Siena relied on the emergence of its conference
star, Jalen Pickett. Pickett, who was picked the
MAAC preseason player of the year, is set to only
improve in his sophomore season. The NBA drafthopeful is not the only key to the Saints’ success.
The supporting cast behind Pickett will have to
overperform to put Siena in contention for the
MAAC crown. Its regular season, however, will be
an interesting one.
5. Monmouth Hawks (16-14, 11-9 MAAC)
Key Player: redshirt junior guard Ray
Salnave
The Hawks surprised in the 2019 MAAC
tournament, upsetting Quinnipiac and Canisius to
make it to the MAAC championship final. Though
it lost handily to Iona, 81-60, Monmouth is still
poised to make a solid run in the 2020 regular
season, despite a schedule of tough opponents in
the non-conference schedule. Monmouth should
be able to hold its own against multiple conference
opponents and the MAAC should be prepared for
another deep run from the Hawks in March.
6. Manhattan Jaspers (12-18, 10-10 MAAC)
Key Player: sophomore forward Warren
Williams
Manhattan had a shaky regular season followed
by a serviceable run in the MAAC tournament.
Manhattan had a major upset over second-seeded
Canisius in its sights, only to lose grip of it in
overtime. This season, Manhattan looks to keep
developing its young players, namely forward
Warren Williams. If they play their cards right, a
Monmouth-like run from last year could be in the
works for the Jaspers.
7. Canisius Golden Griffins (14-16, 8-12
MAAC) Key Player: senior guard Malik
Johnson
After back-to-back second-seed finishes and
upset exits in the MAAC tournament, it seems that
Canisius’ window for championship contention has
closed. Roster turnover and growing pains with a
new roster will occupy much of the Golden Griffins’

season. The regular season has not traditionally
been a struggle for Canisius, but a plethora of
potential uphill battles during the regular season
may drain the Golden Griffins and prolong their
stretch of failure in the MAAC tournament.
8. Saint Peter’s Peacocks (11-19, 7-13
MAAC) Key Player: graduate student guard
Cameron Jones
With back-to-back injury-riddled seasons for the
Peacocks, Saint Peter’s is without its former heart
and soul, Davauhnte Turner. This season will be
an attempt to find a new moral leader for the Saint
Peter’s squad. In the meantime, the Peacocks will
have to rely on Cameron Jones to clinch a thirdstraight tournament upset and make an unlikely
push to the top of the MAAC.
9. Marist Red Foxes (8-22, 7-13 MAAC)
Key Player: sophomore guard Darius Hines
Without its top five scorers from last year,
Marist’s road to a MAAC tournament win is
extremely narrow. A new cast of players will spend
the season learning how to play with each other
and another first-round exit may be in order as
collateral. Its best focus would likely be to let the
newcomers get a feel for the court and hope they
reach their potentials to load up for a better run
next season.
10. Niagara Purple Eagles (9-21, 5-15
MAAC) Key Player: sophomore guard
Marcus Hammond
A year ago, Niagara almost upended the
cinderella Monmouth team in the first round of
the MAAC tournament. Fast forward to this year,
the Purple Eagles are without their top-vetted
scoring leaders. The young core from last season
will have to step up and show development in
order to scrape their way past the first round of the
MAAC tournament, which seems unlikely for this
campaign.
11. Fairfield Stags (8-22, 5-15 MAAC) Key
Player: senior guard Landon Taliaferro
Fairfield’s upside is its two preseason allMAAC stars. Guards Landon Taliaferro and Jesus
Cruz both earned third-team honors and are the
undisputed faces of the Stags’ lineup. The downside
is trying to transition the massive additions to the
team, especially the five freshmen that are new to
the squad, to carrying the load of college starters
in an effort to avoid being in the basement come
season’s end as the coaches have predicted it to
be this campaign. To Fairfield’s advantage, Siena,
which was ranked last in the preseason polls last
year, finished in fifth and upset Rider in the first
round of the tournament.
Predicted MAAC Tournament Winner:
Rider Broncs

Dylan Manfre/The Rider News

Flemming notches goal in win at Hostra

Junior defender Kaitlyn Flemming scored against Hofstra on Oct. 20.
CONT’D FROM PAGE 10

What is a game without a Divorra goal? With three
minutes left in regulation, she scored her 13th goal in

14 games en route to a 4-1 victory.
At this point in 2018 the Broncs were 10-5 overall
and junior goalkeeper Lena Vandam, who is the
reigning MAAC Goalkeeper of the Year, recorded four
shutouts — she has allowed a goal in every game this
season and has a goals allowed average of 1.52.
Rider’s next few games are critical, and it cannot
allow teams to get early goals and gain momentum.
Although Vandam has been scored on 22 times this
season, Hussong said that she is still the No. 1 option.
“She’s just going to work her hardest to try and
keep the ball out of her cage and go from there,”
Hussong said. “It’s not something that will hold her
back. She’s the type of player that when a game is
over, it’s over and she moves on. She knows from this
point on she needs to be spot-on and give her best
performances for us. I think the chemistry between the
three goalkeepers is really good. They push each other
to be at their best. Lena learns from them as well.
They coach each other.”

Traveling to Hofstra was not new territory for the
Broncs. However, in terms of the surface they played
on, it was. Hofstra’s field hockey complex is waterbased AstroTurf which is commonly used in Europe
and the international game. Hussong said this made it
easy for some of the international players.
“Our team scores a lot easier when we play on
water-based turf than we do on AstroTurf. You can
do so much more. Your skills are sharper, the passing
game is sharper and you don’t have to use as much
strength to pass the ball.”
Ben Cohen Field is made of grass-based AstroTurf
— this can slow down the game according to multiple
players.
“It’s two totally different games,” Hussong said. “I
would equate it to having a different gym floor.”
Rider has an NEC match with Bryant on Oct. 20 at
4 p.m on ESPN3.
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Romano setting the MAAC ablaze

Freshman opposite hitter Morgan Romano has won a consecutive and non-consecutive record eight-straight Metro Atlantic Athletic Conference (MAAC) Rookie of the Week honors in the 2019 season.

F

By Lauren Amour
RESHMAN opposite

hitter Morgan Romano
received her first Metro Atlantic Athletic
Conference (MAAC) Rookie of the Week honor
on Sept. 3, when she was eating lunch and her
teammates approached her saying “Congratulations!”
Romano was confused by the congratulatory remarks
before she had realized that she won her first award at
the collegiate level.
“Everyone was like, ‘Oh my God, congrats,’ and I
was like, ‘What?’ I had no idea what they were talking
about. I honestly wasn’t even thinking about that
when I started playing,” Romano said. However, she
was not always the esteemed volleyball player she is
today.
As a child, Romano played multiple sports,
including gymnastics, cheerleading, basketball and
soccer. These were all in addition to volleyball, which
she began playing in first grade when she was just
six years old. She loved the sport so much that she
decided to continue playing. Romano’s mother, Donna
Frawley, also played volleyball and softball in her
youth.
Prior to Rider, Romano attended Hagerty High
School in Oviedo, Florida, and posted an impressive
744 kills, 121 blocks, 70 service aces and 377 digs
over her four-year varsity career. She also received a
multitude of awards, including a Coaches Award in
2015 and 2016, earning First Team All-Conference
and Second Team All-Area distinction as a junior
and collected her second First Team All-Conference
honors as a senior in 2018.
She was a member of Hagerty’s beach volleyball
team, played club for Orlando Tampa Volleyball
Academy and was named an Amateur Athletic Union
(AAU) All-American three times as well. Romano
attributed her early collegiate success to her high
school coaches.
One of her proudest moments was being named
AAU 13u Club Division MVP for the tournament in
2014.
Being a Florida native, Romano discovered Rider
after being recruited by former volleyball Head Coach
Christopher Feliciano after a tournament in Orlando.
A few months after Feliciano reached out, Romano
visited Rider’s campus for the first time. Although
she visited other colleges, Rider left a great first
impression on her.
She eventually got an e-mail announcing the hiring
of current Head Coach Jeff Rotondo, whom she first

met in late June 2019.
“The first time I met her was late June down
in Orlando,” Rotondo said. “I was down there
recruiting at the AAU National Championships at the
Convention Center. I reached out to her because they
[Romano and Frawley] live about 20-30 minutes away
from there, and I wanted to see if they wanted to meet
for dinner.”
Romano felt that her coaches and teammates made
her decision in committing to Rider an easy one.
“I love the new coaches and I’m glad that I stayed
here. When I came here and met the girls, they made
it feel like home. They’re a great group of girls and I
really like them,” she said.
As a three-time member of the National Honor
Society at Hagerty, her volleyball career was not the
only thing on her mind when committing to a school.
“Honestly, the academics was one of the biggest
things I was looking for,” Romano said.
Additionally, Rider’s close-knit community also
drew her in.
“I really like the school, I like that it’s a smaller
campus, that’s what I was looking for. I know my
professors well… and if I talk to them, they know
who I am,” said Romano. She is currently a major
in elementary education with a concentration in
multidisciplinary studies and a minor in special
education.
Transitioning into college after high school is
difficult, and although Romano has adjusted well,
she struggled at first just as everyone else would as a
college freshman.
“At first it was really tough, it’s just me and my
mom, so leaving her at first was really tough. But, the
girls are great. They’re always there for me, I talk to
them about everything, about schoolwork, and not
even just volleyball, but just about everything. It’s nice
to know I have 12 other girls I can talk to,” she added.
In terms of volleyball, Rotondo believed that
Romano did not act like a rookie.
“I think she has a good amount of confidence in
herself as a player, but not in a bad way,” Rotondo
said. “I don’t think she comes across as cocky. I think
she believes she can get the next point even if she was
blocked or hit the ball out. So, in that way, I think she
just carries herself more like a veteran,”
Although she is far from home, Romano is seldom
homesick because she has family scattered throughout
New Jersey, New York and Pennsylvania. She said
family has attended each of Rider’s away games

this season. Her grandparents attended a game on
Oct. 16 against Iona in New Rochelle, New York, in
which Rider won 3-1. Her mother visits from Florida
frequently, as she was just at a game and will be
attending family weekend with more of Romano’s
family.
In between practices, games and traveling, Romano
finds time to just be a regular college student. Monday
is the team’s off day, and Romano said it is so nice
to just be able to catch up on homework and hang
out with her friends outside of their sport. “The past
couple Mondays, me and the other freshmen have
gone to the movies, gone to a pumpkin patch, it’s so
nice to just hang out with them,” she said.
Romano has made quite an impact early into her
freshman campaign. She has earned MAAC Rookie
of the Week seven times in a row, breaking the record
for most Rookie of the Weeks earned by a MAAC
player.
“It’s really nice to break the record, because
honestly I was not expecting this at first when I got
here. And when I kept getting it, I was like, ‘Oh my
god.’ It was just really nice. It just feels really good
to break the record, but I couldn’t do it without my
coaches and teammates,” she stated.
What has impressed Rotondo the most about
Romano was her resiliency.
“There’s been a lot that has been thrown at her as
a freshman,” Rotondo said. “Expectations, and then
being thrown in as a starter right away, having a lot of
the accolades early, she’s had a couple matches where
she does struggle. But she doesn’t seem to be letting
that affect her. She comes to practice, she’s working
really hard on the academic side, so I think she’s a
pretty resilient athlete. I think it’s an amazing thing to
see because that will benefit her moving forward for
sure.”
Romano was also named MAAC Player of the
Week on Sept. 24 and to the All-Tournament Team
at the Georgetown Classic and Rider Athlete of the
Month for September. She currently leads the MAAC
in kills, kills per set, points and points per set. In the
future, Romano plans to try out for the Olympic team
her junior year and continue her volleyball career
after college.
Despite the remarkable start, Romano does not let
the success go to her head.
“[Being rewarded] is not my main focus. My main
focus is just to get better,” Romano said.

